ZipLok Remote Wellhead
Rig-up/Rig-down Equipment
GR Energy Services offers the efficiency and
safety of ZipLok wellhead rig-up and rig-down
equipment. ZipLok significantly reduces
operating time by quickly connecting and
disconnecting the equipment string to the
wellhead. And with remote hydraulic actuation,

personnel no longer have to
connect equipment dangling above
the wellhead by hand, thus reducing
the chance of injury.

Lok

The ZipLok adapter drops in easily
with an oversized, highly visible entry guide. Six
hydraulic cams seal the connection remotely with the
locking ring securing the cams. This process eliminates
time-wasting activities such as manually positioning
the string to make the connection.
ZipLok equipment maximizes total available pumping
time and protects personnel from injuries that can
occur during rig-up and rig-down operations.

An oversized, highly visible
entry guide ensures proper
equipment placement.

Six hydraulic-actuated cams
seal the conection remotely,
saving the time required to
position personnel at the
wellhead.

The mechanical locking
ring secures the cams in
place even during a loss
of hydraulic power.
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ZipLok Remote Wellhead
Rig-up/Rig-down Equipment

Lok
The ZipLok system eliminates
the need for a crew member
to work at heights, which
enables stimulation operations
to continue during well-to-well
wireline transitions. This wellsite
efficiency maximizes total
available pumping time.

With remote, hydraulic
actuation, ZipLok
reduces operating time
and ensures the safety
of personnel working at
the wellsite. The locking
connection maintains
pressure for beginning
operations.
The ZipLok system includes a control module that is capable
of conducting a highly efficient wireline lubricator pressure test
via an integrated quick-test sub. The system also incorporates
a programmable logic controller tied to a well pressure monitor
to ensure a safe release from the wellhead. Multiple hydraulic
release devices can be operated from a single control module,
which reduces the footprint on location.
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ZipLok Rig-up/Rig-down
Equipment Specifications
ZipLok Assembly
Model no.

5.125-in. 10,000-psi API Flange
RL-51810KFLGXRL5-R4

RL-71610KFLGXRL5-R4

5.125-in. 12,500-psi API Flange
RL-51815KFLGXRL5-R4

RL-71615KFLGXRL5-R4

5.125 in.

5.125 in.

1,800–2,200 psi

1,800–2,200 psi

Working pressure

10,000 psi

12,500 psi

Test pressure

15,000 psi

18,750 psi

PSL 3

PSL 3

API temp. class

P-V

P-V

Service

H2S

H2S

Nominal ID
Hydraulic operating
pressure

API 6A

Ring seal

BX-169

BX-156

BX-169

BX-156

Upper connection

Most common hand unions

77⁄8-in. 12.5K

Flange connection

4.06-, 5.125-, 7.06-in. API (other options available)

4.06-, 5.125-, 7.06-in. API (other options available)

Pump-in port

2-in. 1502

2-in. 2202

Overall length

Varies by connection size

Varies by connection size

Maximum OD

23 in.

23 in.

1,600 lbm

1,725 lbm

Approx. weight
ID may vary with crossover type.

Safety precautions: Pressure ratings are based on lower flange and adapters. Using a lower rated crossover decreases working and test pressure.
Other components must be the same or higher working pressure. Use all hydraulic safety protocols when operating. Hydraulic pressure can cause
severe injury. Keep hands and clothing away from moving parts at all times. Lockout/tagout procedures should be followed when troubleshooting or
repairing the control unit.

Lok
The ZipLok transport and control module
speeds up well work by enabling
technicians to quickly and remotely
connect and disconnect the tool string
on multiple wellheads, offering efficiency
gains that can significantly add up when
performing zipper frac operations.
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